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INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to initiate a study of spectral de- 
compositions for commuting n-tuples of linear continuous operators 
on Banach spaces, using the Taylor spectrum and his recent results 
concerning the functional analytic calculus [9, lo]. 
Our program is rather similar to that of [3], where an axiomatic 
theory of spectral decompositions for one operator is developed 
(see also [2, 71). 
We shall begin (Sect. 1) with the definition and the properties of 
the local spectrum; the idea of the definition is to “restrict” the 
integrand in the Cauchy-Weil formula [lo, Sect. 31; for this we need 
to impose a suitable cohomological restriction which, in the case n = 1, 
means the well-known single-valued extension property [5, 31. 
In Section 2 we obtain a few cohomological results essential to 
the following section; perhaps they are also interesting by themselves. 
In Section 3 we discuss the decomposable n-tuples; they have a 
good cohomological behavior (Theorem 3.1), allowing us to prove 
the uniqueness of the spectral capacity (Theorem 3.2). In the last part 
of this section we study the behavior of the decomposable n-tuples 
with respect to the functional analytic calculus. 
In the final section (Sect. 4) we introduce the commutator and the 
quasinilpotent equivalence of two n-tuples and we obtain results 
similar to those of [3]. 
PRELIMINARIES 
Let X be a complex Banach space which will be kept fixed unless 
stated otherwise. For an arbitrary open set U C u?, we shall denote 
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by %(U, X) the space of all X-valued analytic functions on U, and 
by g(U,X) th e s P ace of all X-valued continuous functions on U, 
which are infinitely differentiable with respect to %r ,..., 5, (defined 
by means of distributions in [lo, Sect. 21); go(U, X) will be the 
subspace of 5?( U, X) consisting of all functions with compact 
support. 
If u = (sr )..., SJ denotes an n-tuple of indeterminates and Y is 
one of the spaces X, %( U, X), B( U, X), or GJO( U, X), we shall denote 
by Ap[a, Y] the set of all exterior forms of degree p in s, having 
coefficients in Y. 
The operators will be denoted (following [9, lo]) by small letters 
(a, b, +.> instead of capital letters as is usual. 
Let a = (al ,..., a,) be a commuting n-tuple of linear continuous 
operators on X. The complement in C” of the Taylor spectrum, 
sp(a, X), is the resolvent set of a on X and will be denoted by r(a, X). 
The operator on the forms in s having coefficients in X, defined as 
the left exterior multiplication by (x1 - a&, + m-0 + (zn - a&, 
will be denoted a(x); if the coefficients of the forms are the functions 
on U, we shall denote by 01 the operator (~J)(zz) = CZ(,Z) A 4(x), x E U, 
and by 01 @ 2, the operator 
(the 2n-tuple (sr ,..., s, , &r ,..., dZJ will be written as (J U &). 
For what follows it is also necessary to give some explanations 
about the definition of the Cauchy-Weil integral. If U is an open set 
containing the spectrum of a and f~ %( U, X), then the Cauchy-Weil 
integral off with respect to a, denoted by Jr, R,&(x) A dzr A *** A dz, 
is an element of X, obtained as follows. If we consider the form 
3-f = fsl A *.* A s, as an element in An[, U d%, g( U, X)], then there 
exists a form x E An[, u dg, g,,( g, X)] having the same _cohomology 
class as sf with respect to 01 @ a (i.e., sf - x = (a @ a)#); this is 
because the application i * defined in [lo, Sect. l] is an isomorphism 
(see also [lo, Sect. 31). Next, keep the part of x containing only dX 
(denoted in [lo, Sect. l] by TX); this is again a form with compact 
support of degree n in dz. The Cauchy-Weil integral is then 
s R,-,f (z) A dz, A *** A dz, = s u (- 1)” TX A dz, A *** A dz, . (0.1) .!I 
It only depends on the cohomology class of x. 
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We shall justify the existence of the form x in another way, more 
transparent for our purposes than that given in [lo, Sects. 1, 31. 
Observe first that, by [lo, Theorem 2.16 and Lemma 1.31, we have 
Hi(99( V, X), 01 @ 2) = 0, 0 < i < 2n, for any open set V C r(a, X); 
thus, taking into account that (a @ 2) sf = 0 and applying this 
remark to F’ = U\sp(a, X), we deduce that there exists a form 
y E A+l[u u &, a’( V, X)] such that sf = (a @ 2)~; now we have 
only to multiply y by a suitable C”O scalar function (equal to 0 in a 
neighborhood of sp(a, X) and to 1 outside of a relatively compact 
neighborhood of the same set) to obtain a form x. 
Using the Cauchy-Weil integral one may define the functional 
analytic calculus [lo, Sect. 4, Definition 4.21, namely, if f is a scalar 
analytic function on a neighborhood U of the spectrum of a, then 
f(u) is given by 
fW x = & s 
Rz-J(Z) x A dx, A ... A dz, , x EX. (0.2) (I 
In particular, since l(u) = id [lo, Sect. 4, Theorem 4.31, we have 
R,-,x A dz, A ... A dx, , XEX. (0.3) 
1. THE LOCAL SPECTRUM 
In the axiomatic theory of spectral decompositions, initiated by 
Dunford [5, 61, the spectrum relative to an element (so-called local 
spectrum) is of the greatest importance; for instance, it is essential 
for obtaining the uniqueness of the spectral measure [5, Theorem 61. 
The different succesive generalizations of the Dunford spectral 
operators have been included in a unitary theory in [3]. This is similar 
to the Dunford theory (see also [7]) and strongly depends on the 
local spectrum. In this section, we intend to generalize this notion to 
commuting n-tuples. Therefore, we want to define the spectrum of 
an arbitrary element x E X, with respect to a commuting n-tuple 
a = (a1 )..., a,) of linear continuous operators on X. To do it, we 
shall “restrict” the integrand in the formula (0.3). 
Consider all open sets V in P such that there exists a form 
# E LF[U u dz, 33( V, X)], satisfying sx = (a @ Q$; for instance, 
the resolvent set, r(a, X), has this property (see the preliminary 
discussion on the Cauchy-Weil integral). 
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DEFINITION 1.1. The resolvent set r(a, x) of x with respect to a 
is the union of all open sets V with the preceding property. The 
complement of this set (in C”) is called the spectrum of x with respect 
to a, sp(a, x) = cn\?fu, x). 
Remark 1.1. For n = 1, the form # is of the degree zero, hence 
it is a simple function in g(V, X); in this case the equality sx = 
(a @ a)# becomes sx = (z - a) #(,z)s + (8$/Z) &, x E V, which 
means x z (zz - u) #( z , ) and (&!~/a%) = 0; therefore $ is an analytic 
function and our definition coincides with that of [3, Chap. 1, Sect. 11. 
It is easy to verify the following properties. 
1. x = 0 implies sp(a, x) = a. 
2. sp(a, x + y) Z sp(a, x) U sp(a, y) for any x, y E X. 
3. sp(a, bx) z sp(a, x) f or every operator b commuting with 
a, ,**., an , and any x E X. 
4. q(a, y) C q(a, Y> h w enever Y is a (linear closed) subspace 
of X, invariant for a, ,..., a, , and y E Y. 
In order to obtain a minimal restriction of the integrand in (0.3) it 
is necessary to have a global solution # for the equationsx = (a @ 2)#; 
but in the case n = 1, such a solution does not necessarily exist 
without some restrictive assumptions [4, Remark 1.21. 
We shall prove that a global solution exists if the following condition 
is fulfilled. 
(g) IIP-~(B(G, X), a @ a) = 0 for any open set G C Cn. 
Remark 1.2. If n = 1, this condition signifies that the operator 
a has the single-valued extension property [5; 3, Chap. 1, Definition 1 .l]. 
To prove the global existence theorem (Theorem 1.1) we need 
the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let VI, V, be two open sets in Cn such that 
v, n vz f 0. Then for every f E C3( V, n V, , X) there exists 
fiEB(Vi,X)(i= 1,2),satisfyingf =fi+fion Vln V,. 
Proof. Consider V = VI u V, and let {Wj} be a locally finite 
covering of V subordinate to {VI , V,> and {hi} be a Cm-partition of 
unity corresponding to {Wj}. For all indices j such that Wj C V, , 
we define fjz on V, by 
z E wj n v, ) 
z E V,\(Wj n V,). 
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Since the support of hi is compact and contained in Wj , j& locally 
belongs to &?(V, , X) and therefore also globally [lo, Definition 2.41. 
For the other indices j we shall have Wj C Vz , and thus one may 
define the function fjl on V, by 
f&g = [y’“” ; E ;,;w;“;l’ vl), 
which belongs to .9Y( V, , X). Since the covering (Wj} is locally finite, 
the functions fi = C fjl and fi = C fj2 are well defined and belong 
to B( VI , X) respectively to JZ( V, , X); finally, for x E VI n V, we 
havef(4 = Z 44fW =fXd +fk+ 
Remark 1.3. Of course, one may also write f in the form 
f =f1' -fz'* 
In the following we shall assume that (g) is fulfilled. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let Vi (i = 1,2) be two open sets in @” such that 
there exist & E A+l[o u dx, a( Vi , X)] (i = 1, 2), satisfying sx = 
(a @ 2) zf+ on vi I Then there exists z,b E A+l[, u d%, 95’( VI U V, , X)] 
such that sx = (a @ a)# on V, u V, . 
Proof. If VI A Vz = B, we may define 
Otherwise, we have (a @ $)[#r - #J = 0 on Vr n V, . Since (g) 
is fulfilled with G = VI n V, , there exists a form y E An-a[u u &, 
g( V, n V, , X)] such that #r - $J~ = (a @ 2)~; by applying Remark 
1.3 to the coefficients of y, it follows that one may write v in the form 
v = ~a - y1 , where yi E AnV2[a u A?, L@( Vi , X)] (i = 1,2), Then 
$1 - *2 = (a 0 a,2 - RI on VI n V, , hence #r + (a @ a) v1 = 
#2 + (a @ a) v2 on VI n V, ; we have only to denote & = 
+i+(aOg)~i (i= 192) and we shall obtain sx = (a @ a) &’ on 
Vi (i = 1,2) and, moreover, #I’ = & on V, n V, ; consequently, 
by defining 
we shall have the wanted form. 
COROLLARY 1.1. Let { Vi}L1 be a$nite family of open sets such that 
on each of them, the equation in $J, sx = (CY @ a)+ has a solution. Then 
there exists a solution on their union. 
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COROLLARY 1.2. For any compact set K C r(a, x), there exists an 
open neighborhood V such that the equation sx = (a @ a)# has a 
solution $ on V. 
THEOREM 1 .l. For every x E X, the equation sx = (a @ a)# has 
a global solution I/ E A+~[u u d%, S?(r(a, x), X)]; thus the resolvent 
set r(a, x) is the maximal open set on which the equation sx = (a! @ 2)1,4 
has a solution. 
Proof. We shall consider an increasing sequence of compact sets 
K, , such that r(a, x) = (J,“=, K, . We intend to show that there 
exists a corresponding sequence of forms 
I,& E A+l[u u d5, B(r(a, x), X)] 
such that sx = (a @ 8) & in a neighborhood of K, and #,+r = & in 
a neighborhood of K, . Then limvioo z,,& = # is just a global solution. 
We begin with KI . By Corollary 1.2 there exists a neighborhood 
of this set and a form #i* on this neighborhood such that 
sx = (a @ a) $1”. Since SY(r(a, x), X) is closed with respect to 
multiplication by Coo-functions, [lo, Theorem 2.161, we may find 
a form #i E A+l[u U dz, g(r(a, x), X)] equal to #i* in a neighborhood 
of K, ; thus sx = (a 0 8) $i in a neighborhood of KI . 
Let us suppose that the forms +r ,..., /Jo have been determined 
and let us define z/~+r . By Corollary 1.2, there exists a neighborhood 
of J&1 and a form #c+,1 on this neighborhood, such that 
sx = (a @ a> @+I ; moreover, we may suppose, as we have already 
seen, that @+,, E An-i[u u d%, SY(r(a, x), X_)]. Since sx = (a @ 8) & 
in a neighborhood of Ki and sx = (a @ a) #f+l in a neighborhood 
of &+I, we have (a @ a)[&!+, - &] = 0 in a neighborhood V of KS ; 
by (g) there exists a form q’ such that @+i - & = (a @ 8) v’ on V. 
We may find a form q~ equal to y’ in a neighborhood W of Ki , defined 
on r(a, x). The form #i+l = #?+I - (a @ 2)~ satisfies sx = (a @ a) &+i 
on the same open set as @+r and, moreover, &+i = #i on a neighbor- 
hood of Ki . This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 1.3. sp(a, x) = m implies x = 0. 
Proof. Indeed sp(a, x) = o implies r(a, x) = Cm; therefore, by 
Theorem 1 .l, there exists a form # E An-i[a U d.%, S(cn, X)] such 
that sx = (a @ a)#. 0 n account of the definition of R,-, (see the 
preliminaries) and by (0.3), we obtain x = 0. 
The following Proposition 1 .l shows that our local spectrum is 
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smaller than the so-called local analytic spectrum [l]. Before stating 
it let us recall the following definition [l]. 
DEFINITION 1.2. The analytic resolvent set of x with respect to 
a is the set of all x E @” such that there exist an open neighborhood 
V of x and n X-valued analytic functions fi ,..., f, on F’, satisfying: 
x = (L - q>fl(L’) + **a + (5, - a,)fn(5), 5 E v. The complement, 
P\p(a, x), is called the local analytic spectrum of x with respect to a 
and is denoted by ~(a, x). 
PROPOSITION 1.1. For eaery x E X, we have sp(a, x) C ~(a, x). 
Proof. Of course, we show the inclusion p(a, x) C ~(a, x). Let 
x E p(a, x) and let V be an open neighborhood of x as in Definition 1.2. 
If fi ,...,f?z are the functions occurring in this definition, we shall 
consider the form #(<) = EYE, (-l>i-‘fi(c) s1 A *** A & A a** A s, 
as an element of /ln-l[u u &, G9( V, X)] and it is sufficient to remark 
that sx = (a @ a)$, to conclude z E r(a, x). 
COROLLARY 1.4. ~(a, x) = o implies x = 0. 
We end this section with a local variant of formula (0.3) which will 
be necessary in Section 3. Let U be an open neighborhood of sp(a, x); 
we shall prove that there exists a form x E cln[a u &, g,,(@“, X)] 
such that supp x C U and the forms sx and x have the same cohomo- 
logy classes with respect to (a @ 8). Assuming this fact already 
proved and taking into account formula (0.3), we obtain: 
x=& s Lr(-l)n~~hdzlA...Adz,. (0.3’) 
Let us prove now the existence of x. By Theorem 1.1, there exists a 
form 1F, E /l+-l[cr u dx, g(r(a, x), X)] such that sx = (a @ a)+. Let V 
be a relatively compact neighborhood of sp(a, x) such that V C U and 
let v be a scalar P-function, v = 1 outside of V and y = 0 in a 
neighborhood of sp(a, x); we may define the form 
WJ 
J= [() 
on U n Y(U, x), 
otherwise. 
If we denote x = sx - (a @ a)$, this form is zero in @“\V, since 
sx - (a @ 8) tj = sx - (a @ 3) p# = sx - (a @ 2) # = 0; 
consequently supp x is compact and supp x C U. 
Remark 1.4. The formula (0.3’) is valid for every U and any 
form x with the specified properties. 
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2. COHOMOLOGICAL RESULTS 
The first theorem of this section deals with the cohomology 
analytical groups in a neighborhood of the Taylor spectrum. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let D = D,X *** XD, be an open polydisc containing 
sp(a, X). Then W(@(D, X), a) = 0 for any i, 0 < i < n - 1. 
Proof. Using the duality between the cochain complex F(X, a) 
and the Koszul complex E(X, a), [lo, Sect. 11, it is enough to show 
that H,(E(x, Z)) = 0 f or everyp, 0 < p < n, where we have denoted 
x = @(D, X) and (if)(z) = (zj - aj) f (x), x E D, 1 < j < n. 
Then, applying Lemma 1.4 from [9], it is sufficient to prove that Go 
has null kernel on the factor space 
q = gJ + *-. + &px and x0 = (0). 
x/xD_, , 1 < p < n, where 
We begin with p = 1. Let f E 2 such that gIf = 0; this means 
(x1 - al)f(4 = 0, x E D. Since sp(a, X) C D,X *a* XD, , taking into 
account the projection property of the Taylor spectrum [9, Lemma 
3.11, we obtain r,sp(a, X) = sp(a, , X) C D, (nl denotes the first 
coordinate projection); consequently, f(z) = 0 for z E D such that 
z1 E y(al, X), hence f(z) E 0, x ED (by the uniqueness of the 
analytic continuation). 
Now let fi ,..., f,+l E X such that &p+If,+l = &fi + ... + $,f, 
and let us prove that there exist g, ,..., g, such that f,+1 = 
&g, + *-- + &gp . Since sp(a, X) C D,X *.. XD, , again by the 
projection property of the spectrum, we obtain sp((a, ,..., a,), X) C 
D,X *.a XD,, . Now, the equality Zp+,fp+l = ZIfi + ... + Zpf, means 
explicitly 
@a+1 - a nfl)fD+l(4 = (3 - 4fiM + *-* + (G - a,)f&h ZED, 
therefore by [lo, Proposition 3.71, the Cauchy-Weil integral of 
X-valued analytic function (z~+~ - a,,,) f,+I(z) (in the variables 
x1 ,..., 2,) with respect to p-tuple (al ,..., a,) is equal to zero. If we 
choose the circumferences rj C Di (j = l,..., p), then by [lo, 
Corollary 3.151 it follows that 
s s 
. . . 
=1 
=, (~1 - al)-l ... (2, - ad-Y~+l - a,+,)f~+lW dz, *-- dz, = 0 
for every xi E Di , p + 1 < i < n. From here, because a is a com- 
muting n-tuple, we deduce: 
(2 D+l - a,+l) jr, -.a jr, (x1 - al)-’ .*a (z, - a,)-‘fn+Jx) dz, -** dz, = 0, 
580/19/4-6 
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hence 
s s =1 
..* =, (x1 - al)-’ **- (z, - u,)-‘f9+l(z) dx, .*. dz, = 0 
for any zi E Di, p + 1 < i < n. Let us now write the Cauchy 
integral formula for the function f,+i(z) in the variables xi ,..., 2;3 . 
We obtain 
where ,z~ is inside of Fi (1 < i < p). We shall put the integrand 
in a suitable form using the identity 
f,+,(r;, ,*..> 5, , x=+1 ,...Y 4 
= K51 - 4 + bl - 41 *.a KL - %J + c% - 41 
x (51 - al)-’ *** (5, - %3-l -f,+& ,...> 5, , x%)+1 j-.*> %J. 
By performing the product of the first factors we obtain 
terms containing at least a factor xi - ai, except the term 
(51 - 4 a-. (r;, - 2,); th e integral corresponding to it is 
I 
(tl - Xl) ... (5, - %Kl - u1>-’ .** 
(t;,- %J-1fp+1(51,-,13,, %+l,'-,GJ 1 ------- (t;l - 4 **- (1, - 4 & 1 --a d&, =O. 
All the factors ,z~ - ai of the other terms may be put outside of the 
corresponding integrals; the integrals which remain are analytic 
functions when xi is inside of ri (1 <i <p) and zjeDj 
(p + 1 <j < n). Since these integrals are not modified by the 
dilatation of the circumferences ri, we have in fact an equality of 
the form f,+&4 = (zl - a,) g&> + -*a + (z, - ap) g,(z), z E D 
and the proof is completed. 
Remark 2.1. The conclusion remains true if D = D, x *a- x D, 
is a polydomain instead of a polydisc. 
Remark 2.2. If X # (0) then H”(%(D, X), a) # 0 for every 
open polydisc (or polydomain) D containing sp(u, X). Indeed, 
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otherwise it would follow that for every x E X, there exist X-valued 
analytic functions fi ,..., f, on D satisfying: 
x = (x1 - $>fi(Z> + -.* i- (2, - a,)f#, ZED, 
and then by (0.3) and [lo, Proposition 3.71 it follows that x = 0, 
thus contradicting the hypothesis X # (0). 
Remark 2.3. If X # (0) and n > 1 then there exist open sets 
V C ~(a, X) such that H”(?%( V, X), CL) # 0. Indeed it is enough to 
consider an open polydisc D containing sp(a, X) and to denote by V 
the set D n ~(a, X). Then our statement is obtained by applying 
Hartogs’ continuation theorem and the preceding remark. This is in 
contrast with the situation in the case n = 1; in this case, for any 
open set V C r(u, X), we have Hi(%( V, X), a) = 0. However the 
following proposition is general. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. For any open set V C ~(a, X) we have: 
HO(%(V, X), a) = 0, Hl(+qV, X), a) = 0. 
Proof. This results from the left exactness of the global section 
functor, by taking into account that if V is a polydisc we already 
know that HO(@(V, X), a) = 0, Hl(%(V, X), a) = 0 [9, Theorem 2.2 
and Definition 1.11. We shall also give a direct proof. First, if 
f E %( V, X) and af = 0, then f(z) = 0 on every open polydisc 
contained in V, hence f = 0. Now let # E Ai[a, %( V, X)] such that 
CL+ = 0. Then, for every open polydisc D contained in V we can find 
f E %(D, X) such that # = af; we consider an open covering of V by 
polydiscs V = Uie, Di ; let fi E %(Di , X) such that # = afi on Di ; 
by substraction we obtain a( fi - fi) = 0 on Di n Dj , hence fi = fj 
on Di n Di . This allows us to define an analytic function f E @(V, X) 
byf =fi on Di; obviously, I# = w.f. 
The following theorem shows (in particular) how one may verify 
that Hn-r(S?(G, X), 01 @ 2) = 0. Before stating it, let us give a 
variant of the Dolbeault-Grothendieck lemma, which will be 
necessary in the proof. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let D be an open polydisc and q be an integer, 0 < 
q < n - 1. For every # E A*+l[d%, 9??(D, X)], a,=, , there exists y E A*[d%, 
a(D, X)] such that 4 = &. 
Proof. In the same way as in [8, Theorem 2.3.31 one may show 
that for every open relatively compact polydisc D’ C D, there exists 
a form q~ E A*[d%, AY(D, X)] such that # = 2~ on D’ (see also [lo, 
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Lemma 2.91). Now the proof can be continued as in [S, Theorem 
2.7.81. 
THEOREM 2.2. If H’(@(D, X), a) = 0, 0 < i < n - 1, for any 
open polydisc D, then W(B(G, X), a @ 8) = 0, 0 < i < n - 1 for 
every open set G. 
Among the partial results obtained in the proof, we shall retain, 
as interesting by itself, the following. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. I f  P(%(D, X), LX) = 0, 0 < i < n - 1, for 
an openpolydisc D, then l?(B(D, X), 01 @ 8) = 0,O < i < n - 1. 
Proof. Let # E fl~[cr u d%, g(D, X)] (0 < p < n - 1) such that 
(a @ a)# = 0. If p = 0, then 16 is a function with the properties 
C+ = 0 and a# = 0; th e second property shows that # is an analytic 
function and, since CY# = 0 and HO(%(D, X), a) = 0, it follows that 
# = 0. Ifp > 0 we can write + = #o,p + A,p-1 + *-- + $p-~,~ + v&,0 
where the first index is the degree with respect to s and the second, 
the degree with respect to d%. Since (a @ a)$~ = 0, we obtain 
@O,P = 0, a$&l,p + a+,,,-, = 0 ,..., a#p-l.l + qp,o = 0, 4pio = 0; 
let us start with #o,P ; this is a form of degree p in d%, having coeffi- 
cients in ?4Y(D, X); since @J,,, = 0 and D is a polydisc, by Lemma 2.1, 
there exists yo,P-l such that #o,P = &JJ~,~-~ ; by replacing it in 
w,&, + &&,-, = 0, we obtain C&J,,,-, + %,&,,-, = 0; hence 
Wl,P-1 - TOJ-II = 0. N ow consider the form #r,,-i - o~~~,~-r as 
a form in s having, as coefficients, forms of degree p - 1 in d%. 
Since 8[1/~r,,-i - MJ+~-~] = 0, it follows that the same equality will 
be satisfied by its coefficients, hence there exists a form ~l,P-2 such - 
that #l,p-l - qo,n-l = a~,,,-, , whence k,-l = VO,~-I + %,,-z . 
Arguing exactly as before, we shall obtain in the last but one step 
#p-1,1 = ~y~-a,i + &,,*-,,, , and fr_om here, by replacing it in 
4p-1,l + @p,o = 0, we shall have: a[#P,o - 01~$-r,~] = 0. The form 
&Lo - +L,o Y being only in s, has analytic coefficients; since its 
degree is p < n - 1, by assumption, there exists another form 9) 
with analytic coefficients, such that $J~,,~ - ~y$-r,~ = ET (of course, 
it is necessary to observe that CY[$~,,~ - a&l,o] = ~r#~,,o = 0). 
Therefore, in the last step #p,o = 01[$$-~,~ + ~1 = aqp-l,o where 
we have denoted CJJ~,-~,~ = &-r,. + v. Now it is easy to verify that 
$ = (a 0 qbo,D-1 + Vl,,-2 + ... + vJ,-‘A,1 + %-1.01; 
indeed +o,p = @oLp-l , $l,p-l = qo,p-l + as?l,p-2y and so on, 
$p-,-l,l = CL~~-~,~ + L+p-l,o (p’ has analytic coefficients), #p,o = T~~-LO - 
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Remark 2.4. In fact, we have proved that if Hi(@(D, X), a) = 0 
for an open polydisc D and a certain i, then Hi(z?8(D, X), 01 @ a) = 0 
with the same i. 
The proof of the theorem. We shall prove the theorem step by step. 
Let us begin with H”(9(G, X), cy. @ 2) = 0; if f E g(G, X) and 
(a @ 8) f = 0 then 2f = 0 ( w ic signifies f is an analytic function) h’ h 
and cxf = 0; by assumption, f is then zero on every polydisc contained 
in G, therefore f = 0. Suppose that HP-l(B’(G, X), 01 @ 2) = 0 for 
any open set G (1 < p < n - 1) and let us prove that Hp(.%(G, X), 
a: @ 2) = 0. Let # E fl~[a u &?, g(G, X), such that (a @ a)# = 0. 
Consider an increasing sequence {Ky};?i of compact sets, such that 
G = (J,“=, K, . We shall define a sequence 
such that # = (a @ 3) y, in a neighborhood of K,, and yV = qy+i in a 
neighborhood of K, . So, it will follow that 
9 = ;iz cpy E &[u u dz, e%?(G, X)] and p = (a @ 2) 4. 
In order to define such a sequence, let us first remark that, by applying 
the preceding Proposition 2.1 and by arguing as in Lemma 1.2 (see 
also Corollary 1.2), we deduce that for every compact set K C G, 
there exists a neighborhood I’ and a form y E /l~-l[a u d2, 3?(V, X)] 
such that # = (a @ 8)~; moreover, we can assume v E cl”-l[o u d%, 
3?(G, X)]. From here the argument follows as in the proof of 
Theorem 1.1. 
Remark 2.5. A similar argument shows that in the definition of 
the functional analytic calculus [IO, Sect. 4, Definition 4.21, the more 
elaborate space 3 may be replaced by the usual Cm-space. 
The last result of this section will be used in Section 4. 
THEOREM 2.3. If for a certain p, 0 < p < n - I, we have 
IP+yx, a(,z)) = 0 and Hp(ol,(X), 01) = 0, where 0JX) denotes the 
germs of X-valued analytic functions in a neighborhood of x, then 
IP(X, a) = 0. 
Proof. Let # E flP[a, X] such that CY(Z)# = 0. We shall prove that 
there exists a form #(1;) of degree p, analytic in a neighborhood V of z, 
such that a(<) #(Q = 0, 5 E V, and #(x) = #. Hence, from assumption 
(fw~~,(X), 4 = O), ‘t 1 will follow that there exists another analytic 
form ~(5) (on a possibly smaller neighborhood of z) such that 
$(JJ = a(c) v(t). In particular for 5 = z we shall obtain $ = #(x) = 
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01(z) y(z) and the proof will be finished. Therefore it remains to 
prove the existence of the form #(c). We shall seek it, of course, as a 
Taylor series: $({) = 4 + ck (c - 2)” #It, where the coefficients $k 
will be determined such that a(<) I/I(~) = 0 and to assure the conver- 
gence of the series. Since H p+l(X, a(z)) = 0, applying the inverse 
bounded theorem results in a constant M > 0, such that for any 
x E &‘+l[a, X], CI(X)X = 0, the equation (11(x)0 = x has a solution 
0 E AP[a, X] satisfying jl 0 11 < MI/ x 11. Since 
we have 
45) W) = 44 # + 1’ (4 - 4 k “(4 9 k 
whence 
therefore a(z) & = -&l,k,+O si A #h--I, (here, of course, #0 = 4 
and lj = (0 ,..., 1~~) ,..., 0)). Whence the coefficients #r can be deter- 
mined step by step. Moreover, we want to have the inequalities 
Ij #k/I < (Mn)l”I /I $ II (the norm of a form 




II 8 II = C II ~il...j, Ii). l<j,<..‘<j&_n 
For K = 0, tie = # and the inequality is satisfied. Let us suppose 
the forms tih with h < k already determined and let us define Gh- ; 
we remark that 
44 [- j=lt+o sj A #k-lj] = f SY A a(z) #k-l, 
’ 1 j=l, kj#O 
Sj A S1 A $l;-l,-ll = 0, 
j=l,k-,fO Z=l,kl#O 
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hence, taking into account that Hp+r(X, a(x)) = 0, there exists 
& E cl~[a, X] such that 
and 
The proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Assume that for a certain z E en, we have 
P(X, a(x)) = 0 and ZIP(@~(X), a) = 0, 0 < p < n - 1. Then 
x 6 r(a, X). 
COROLLARY 2.2. Assume that for a certain x E en, we have 
fP(OB(X), a) = 0, 0 < p < n. Then z E r(a, X). 
Theorem 2.3 was suggested to me by the following. 
Conjecture. If Hi(S( V, X), a) = 0, 0 < i < n, for a neighborhood 
Y of z, then z E r(a, X). 
3. DECOMPOSABLE n-TuPrxs 
Let 52 be a topological space and X be a complex Banach space. 
We denote by 9(Q) the family of all closed subsets of J2, and by 
9’(X), the family of all (linear closed) subspaces of X. 
DEFINITION 3.1. (see [7]). A spectral capacity of (52, X) type is 
an application b: S(Q) --+ 9’(X) satisfying the following conditions. 
(i) a( 0 ) = {O>, b(Q) = X. 
(ii) &( fLFi) = niel 8(Fi) for any family {FijiEr C F(Q). 
(iii) If {G,}& is an open covering of 0, then X = CE, &(Gj) 
(i.e. every x E X can be written, not necessarily in a unique manner, 
in the form x = ry=, yj , where yj E &(Gj), 1 < j < m). 
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DEFINITION 3.2. A commutative n-tuple a = (a, ,..., a,) of linear 
continuous operators on X is decomposable if there exists a spectral 
capacity 8 of (P, X) type, such that 
(iv) a&?(F) C G(F) for any FE T(P), 1 < i < n. 
(v) sp(a, b(F)) CF for any F E 9(V). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let a be a decomposable n-t&e, D be an open 
polydisc, and p an integer, 0 < p < n - 1. Also let # E AP[u, %( D, X)] 
be a form such that a# = 0. Then for any open polydisc D’, D’ C D, 
there exists a form q~ E AP-l[a, @(D’, X)] such that $ = q. 
Proof. Choose two closed sets Fl and F2 such that Fl C D, F, is 
disjoint from D’, and X = B(F,) + b(F,). Thus we have the short 
exact sequence 0 -+ B(F,) n G(F,) + &(F,) @ b(F,) -+ X -+ 0, where 
the first application is given by x + x @ (-LV) and the second, by 
xi @ x2 -+ xi + x2 , Since D is a polydisc, the sequence 
0 - @CD, &(F,> n 4F,)) - WA &(W 0 g(F,)) - @PA -V - 0 
is also exact (see [9, Theorem 2.21). In particular, an X-valued 
analytic function f on D can be represented in the form f = fi + f2 
where fi is an b(Fi)-valued analytic function on D, i = 1, 2. Therefore 
we can write * = *i + &, where I,!J~ E flp[o, @(D, G(FJ)]. Thus 
a# = a$1 + q& = 0, whence a& = a[-~,&]. The form x = c& = 
01[-+,&] has the degree p + 1 and its coefficients are Q(F,) n b(F,)- 
valued functions. We shall prove there exists a form 
such that x = a#*. Assuming this fact already proved, we shall 
obtain CL& = CL+ *, hence CL(& - $*) = 0. Since sp(a, &(F,)) C Fl C D 
and the form #i - #* is of degree at most n - 1, having as coefficients 
b(F,)-valued analytic functions, by Theorem 2.1, there exists 
vi E LIP-l[a, %(D, b(F,))] satisfying $i - I/J* = 01yi . On the other 
hand, from the equality a[---&] = 01#*, we deduce a[#* + $J = 0; 
since sp(a, b(F,)) _C F, and F, is disjoint from D’, it follows 
D’ C r(a, @(F2)) and therefore Hi(%(D’, d(F,)), a) = 0 for every i, 
0 < i < n [9, Theorem 2.21. The form #* + Jlz has as coefficients, 
b(Fz)-valued analytic functions, hence there exists a form 
~2 E Ap-lb, @(D’, &(F,))l such that $* + $2 = ~9)~ on D’. Denoting 
v1 + y2 by y, we have # = (A - #*) + (#* + #2) = UT on D'- 
Then it remains to prove the existence of the form $*. If p + 1 < 1~ 
then the form x has the degree at most n - 1 and its coefficients are 
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analytic functions with values in b(F,) n &(F,) = G(F, n F,); but 
sp(a, &(F, n F,)) C FI n F2 C D and D is an open polydisc, therefore 
by Theorem 2.1, there exists a form z+G* E fl~[u, @(D, b(F, n F,))] 
such that x = a$* (one takes into account that 01x = 0). The case 
p + 1 = n is a little more complicated, but the proof is similar to 
that of Theorem 2.1’. Let x = fsi A .** A s, wherefE %(D, b(F, n F,)) 
and D = D,X *-a XD, . Since a#1 = fsi A *** A s, where 
#l E An-Y% qA @WI))1 and SP(~, &(F,)) CF, C D, 
the Cauchy-Weil integral off on D with respect to a/b(F,) is equal to 
zero. We shall consider the circumferences ri in Di containing inside 
the compact set sp(a, , B(F,)) u sp(a, , b(F, n F2)) C Di , 1 < i < n. 
Applying [ 10, Corollary 3.151 it follows that 
In the same way as in the quoted theorem we deduce 
f(4 = (3 - 4 g1(4 + **. + @n - %> &x(4> where g, ,...,g, 
are analytic G(F, n F,)-valued functions on D, and the proof is 
completed. 
THEOREM 3.1. If a is decomposable then for any open polydisc D, 
wehaveHi(@(D,X),ol)=O,O<i<n-1. 
Proof. We start with i = 0. Let f~ %(D, X) such that af = 0; 
then by the preceding Proposition 3.1 we have f = 0 on every open 
polydisc D’, 0’ C D, therefore f = 0. Let us now suppose that for 
any open polydisc D, HP-l(@(D, X), a) = 0, 0 < p < n - 1, and 
let us prove that Hp(%(D, X), a) = 0. Consider a sequence of 
open polydiscs D, , such that D, C Dv+l and D = uy D, . Let 
$ E flp[o, Q(D, X)], CU,!J = 0. Applying Proposition 3.1 for D, , we can 
find pi E flP-l[a, %(D, , X)] such that # = IZT~ ; for D, we can 
analogously find a form ~a’ such that $J = ~lp)s’. Therefore 
4~ - ~‘1 = 0 on D2 , whence by applying the inductive assumption, 
there exists x E fl~-l[a, %(D, , X)] such that vi - ~a’ = 01x. Let us 
keep in Taylor expansion of x on D, a sufficiently large number of 
terms such that, denoting this part by x’, we will have 11 ax - c& 11 < 8 
on & . Replacing yZ’ by y’z = ~a’ + nx’ we obtain a form on D, such 
thatocy, =$and/jy,--Z/I =Ij~Z’+~~-~Z’-~~‘Ij <-&on&. 
Step by step we can define a sequence {~V},“=l ,yy E flp-l[o, %(D,+, , X)] 
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with the properties: # = avy on DV+r and 11 p)“+i - vy I/ < l/p on D, . 
Obviously, the sequence {~p)y}~l converges to a form v having analytic 
coefficients on D, which satisfies # = a~‘, as desired. 
COROLLARY 3.1. If a is decomposable, then for any open set G C Cc”, 
wehaveHi(~(G,X),cu.@~)=O,O<i<n-I. 
Proof. It is enough to combine Theorem 3.1 with Theorem 2.2. 
Remark 3.1. If a is decomposable, then, in particular, we have 
H+l(.S?(G, X), 01 @ 2) = 0 for any open set G in @%; this allows us 
to define sp(a, x) and to use all the results from the first section. 
THEOREM 3.2 (of uniqueness). If a is a decomposable n-tuple 
then theve exists a unique spectral capacity & of (u?, X) type which 
satisjies the conditions (iv) and (v) of De$nition 3.2. This capacity is 
given by b(F) = {x, x E X, sp(a, x) _C F) for any closed set F in @“. 
Proof. Let us denote Xl,](F) = {x, x E X, sp(a, x) C F}. The 
inclusion b(F) C X&F) is obvious, on account of Property (4) for 
sp(a, x). In order to prove the inverse inclusion, it is enough to show 
that for every open set G, F C G, we have XL,](F) C b(G); thus it will 
follow that X&F) C &cC &(G) = &(&cc G) = b(F), as desired. 
Let FI and F, be two closed sets such that X = &(F,) + &?(F2) and 
FCF,CG,whileF,nF= ia.Ifx~X&F),letx=x,+x,bea 
decomposition with xi E 8(Fi) (i = 1, 2). By Theorem 1.1, there 
exists a form # on r(a, x) and a form I,!J~ on ~(a, x2) such that 
sx = (a @ a)$ and sxz = (a @ 8) #z ; hence, on r(a, x) n r(a, x2) 
we have sxi = (a @ a)[# - &]. N ow let V be an open neighborhood 
of F, disjoint from F2 and y be a Cco-scalar function on V, equal to 1 
outside of a relatively compact neighborhood of the set sp(a, x) and 
to 0 in a neighborhood of this set; then we can define the product 
y# as a form on V, while & is already defined on V (xg E &(F,)), 
hence sp(a, x2) C F, , therefore y(a, x2) I 5?Fz 1 V. The form 
sxi - (a @ a)[& - $J is defined on V and has compact support; 
indeed we can write h, = sxl - (a @ @I& - &] = sx - 
(a @ 2) q$ - [sxz - (a @ a) $a] = sx - (a @ 2) & = h and the last 
form has compact support in V. Applying (0.3’) for x we obtain 
x=&y v s (-1)” nh A dz, A v-s A dz, 
=& s 
$I)% xhl A dz, A ... A dz, . 
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Now, we shall prove that one may choose h, such that its coefficients 
belong to &(F,). Let us denote &* = # - & on ~(a, x) n ~(a, x2). 
Taking into account the exactness of the short sequence 0 + 
&(F, n F2) - 4Fl) 0 4F2) + X -+ 0, and applying [lo, Theorem 
2.16 (5)] we can write &* = x1 + xz where the forms x1 and xz are 
defined on ~(a, x) n r(a, x2) and their coefficients are d(F,)-valued, 
respectively B(F,)-valued functions. Thus sxl = (a @ 2) &* = 
(@. CD 2) Xl + (a 0 3 x2 3 whence sxl - (a @ 2) x1 = (a @ 2) x2. The 
form sxl - (a @ 8) x1 is 01 @ &closed on ~(a, x) n 9TFz and has 
coefficients in b(F, n F,). Since sp(a, b(F, n F,)) C FI n F, , the 
open set ~(a, x) n 9?Fz is contained in ~(a, b(F, n F,)), therefore 
the preceding form is also 01 @ a-exact; then there exists a form x 
having the coefficients in Q(F, n F,), satisfying sxl - (a @ 8) x1 = 
(a @ a)~, whence sxl = (II @ a)(~, + x). The form x1 + x has the 
coefficients in b(F,) and by multiplying it by a suitable F-scalar 
function, we obtain an equality of the form sxl - (a @ 2) x1* = hl*, 
where h,* has compact support and its coefficients belong to b(F,). 
Consider together the equalities sxI - (a @ 8) $1* = h, and 
sx1 - (a @ 2) x 1* = h,* and, again by (0.3’), it follows that 
completing the proof. 
COROLLARY 3.2. If a is decomposable, then for any closed set F, 
X,,](F) is a closed linear subspace of X and sp(a, Xr,l(F)) C F; further- 
more, X&F) contains any linear closed subspace Y, invariant for a, 
such that sp(a, Y) C F (i.e. XI,](F) is a maximal spectral space for a, 
see [3, Definition 3.11). 
Proof. The first part is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.2, 
while for the second part it is enough to remark that if sp(a, Y) 2 F 
then for every y E Y, sp(a, y) C sp(a, Y) C F, hence y E XL,,(F). 
COROLLARY 3.3. If a is decomposable then for every x E X, we have 
sp(u, x) = o(a, x). 
Proof. The inclusion sp(a, x) C ~(a, x) has been proved in the 
first section (Proposition 1.1). Conversely, if z E r(a, x), let D be an 
open polydisc, D C Y(U, x) having the center in x; since x E X&sp(a, x)) 
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and @(a, -G&p(~, 4)) C SP(U, ~1, D. 1s contained in ~(a, X&sp(a, x))), 
therefore by [9, Theorem 2.21 there exist the X-valued analytic 
functions fi ,..., f, on D, such that x = (cl - a,) fi(iJ + *-* 
+ (L - %)fn(C>9 5 E II- 
COROLLARY 3.4. For any set H we have X,(H) = XL,,(H) where 
X,(H) = {x, x E X, o(u, x) C H). 
COROLLARY 3.5. For uny x E X, we huve supp(&, x) = ~$(a, x), 
where supp(&, x) = 0 {F; F closed, x E Q(F)}. 
Proof. On the one hand, 8(s~pp(&,x)) = &(n {F; F closed, 
x E b(F))) = fi {8(F); F closed, x E b(F)], hence x E b(supp(b, LC)) 
and thus, sp(u, LY) L supp(b, z). On the other hand, x E X[,l(sp(u, x)) = 
Q(sp(u, x)), whence supp(b, x) C sp(a, x). 
PROPOSITION 3.2. If a is decomposable then UIEX sp(u, x) = 
sp(u, X). 
Proof. The inclusion (JZEX sp(u, x) _C sp(u, X) is obvious. Con- 
versely, if z E nzex Y(U, x), then Hn(CO,(X), a) = 0, and by Theorem 
3.1, we also have Hi(@(D, X), ~1) = 0, 0 < i < n - 1, for any open 
polydisc D; taking into account Corollary 2.2, we obtain x E r(u, X). 
Remark 3.1. We have, in fact, proved that if Hi(@(D, X), a) = 0, 
0 < i < n - I, for any open polydisc D, then uzEx sp(u, X) = 
sp(u, X). This result may be compared to 12, Theorem 2.11. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. If a is decomposable and Fl , F, are two disjoint 
closed sets, then X,(F, U F2) = X,(F,) @ X,(F,). 
For the case n = 1, see [2, Proposition 2.31. 
Proof. First, let us remark that for every closed set F we have 
X,(F) = &(F*) where F* = sp(u, X,(F)). Taking F = F, U F, , 
obtain X,(F, u F,) = X,(F*), F* 2 Fl u F, ; because 
;u, X,(F*)) = F”, th e c 1 osed sets Fl n F* and F2 n F* are separated 
parts of the spectrum of a on the space X,(F*), consequently, by 
[IO, Theorem 4.91, there exist two linear closed subspaces XI and X, 
in X,(17*) such that X,(F*) = XI @ X, and sp(u, XI) _C Fl n F*, 
s~(u, X2) C F, n F*; but X,(FJ C XJF*), X,(F,) _C X,#‘*), X,(FJ n 
X,(F,) = X,(l;, n F,) = X,( ca ) = {0), and, by Corollary 3.2, XI C 
X,(r;;>, X, C Xa(F,); thus XatF, u F,) = -%(F,) 0 &PA. 
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DEFINITION 3.3. The support of the spectral capacity 8 is the set 
supp B = n {F; F closed, b(F) = X}. Obviously, supp & is the 
smallest closed set F such that b(F) = X. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. If a is decomposable and 8 denotes its spectral 
capacity, then supp & = sp(a, X). 
Proof. The inclusion sp(a, X) C supp d is simple; indeed, for any 
closed set F satisfying b(F) = X, we have sp(a, X) = sp(a, b(F)) C F; 
this inclusion is, in particular, valid for F = supp &. For proving 
the inverse inclusion let z,, E r(a, X); we have to show that z0 4 supp 8’. 
Let V be a neighborhood of z0 and let F be a closed set such that 
z0 $ F and X = b(F) + 6’(v). If we prove that &(v) = {O>, then it 
will follow that C?(F) = X; but z0 4 F, whence z0 $ supp 8. In order 
to prove that G(a) = {0}, let x E a(Y); since V C y(a, X), it follows 
sx = (a @ a>+ in a neighborhood (namely %‘v) of sp(a, X), therefore 
applying (0.3) we obtain x = 0. 
Remark 3.2. One may also say that supp & is the smallest closed 
set outside of which & is zero. 
COROLLARY 3.6. For any closed set F we have sp(a, B(F)) C sp(a, X). 
Proof. Indeed b(F n sp(a, X)) = b(F) n &?(sp(a, X)) = b(F) n 
X = 8’(F), therefore sp(a, b(F)) =sp(a, b(F n sp(a, X)) CF n sp(a, X) 
C sp(a, X). 
Remark 3.3. In all the preceding arguments we have used, in 
fact, instead of Property (iii) from Definition 3.1, the following less 
restrictive property: 
(iii’) For any open covering {G, , G,} of C” by two open sets, 
we have X = 8(G1) + F(Gs). 
The final result of this section (Theorem 3.3) is about the behavior 
of decomposable n-tuples with respect to functional analytic calculus. 
Let U be a neighborhood of sp(a, X) and let f be a Cm-valued analytic 
function on U. Then by Taylor functional analytic calculus [lo, 
Sect. 41, f(a) is an m-tuple of linear continuous operators on X. Let us 
also remark that if Y is a (closed linear) subspace of X, invariant for 
a (i.e. for a, ,..., a,) and such that sp(a, Y) C U, then Y is also 
invariant for f(a) and f (a/Y) = f (a)/Y (see the Preliminaries). 
THEOREM 3.3. If a is decomposable then f (a) is also decomposable. 
The spectral capacities d of a and &* off (a) are connected by b*(F) = 
8(f -l(F) n sp(a, X)) fey any FE *(Cm). 
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Proof. We shall consider the application &* defined as in the 
statement of the theorem, and we shall prove that it is a spectral 
capacity for f (a). First let us observe that this definition is correct 
since for any F E 9(cm), f -l(F) is a closed set in U and since s&a, X) 
is a compact set in U, the intersection f -l(F) n sp(a, X) is a closed 
set in C”. It remains to verify the properties from Definitions 3.1 
and 3.2. 
(i) a*( 0) = 6( 0) = {0}, &*(Cm) = &(U n sp(a, X)) = 
a(sp(a, X)) = X. 
(ii) For any family {Fz)io, C 9(cm), we have 
(iii) If {G,}j”_r is an open finite covering for Cm, then {f -l(G,)}fl 
is an open finite covering for U. Since & satisfies (iii) and supp d = 
sp(a, X), the result is 
i 4P(W = i K-W) n @(u, X>> 
i=l i=l 
= Xc f  &(j-l(Gj)) n sp(a, X) = i 6*(Gj) L X, 
j=l 94 
whence X = J$=, 6’*(Gj). 
Property (iv) is obvious. Finally, sp(f (a), &(f -l(F) n @(a, X)) = 
f(q(a, &‘(f -l(F) n sp(a, X)) C F and thus Property (v) is also verified. 
The proof is concluded. 
4. QUASINILPOTENT EQUIVALENCE AND COMMUTATORS 
If X is (as in the preceding sections) a complex Banach space, let 
L(X) be the algebra of its linear continuous operators. For a EL(X), 
let us denote by I(a) the (linear continuous) operator on L(X) defined 
as the left multiplication by a, and by r(a) the operator defined as the 
right multiplication by a. We remark that for any a, b EL(X), the 
operators Z(a) and r(a) commute. Following [3, Chap. 2, Sect. 31 
we shall denote c(a, b) = l(a) - r(b). 
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Now let a = (a, ,..., a,) and b = (b, ,..., b,) two commutative 
n-tuples in L(X). We shall denote ~(a, b) = (c(ar , br),..., c(a, , b,)). 
One may easy verify that this is a commutative n-tuple. If k = 
(k, ye.-, k,) is an n-tuple of nonnegative integers, we define @(a, b) = 
cyu1 ) 6,) **. Ck+z, , 6,) and (a\b)lkJ = @(a, b) id, where we have 
denoted by id the identity operator on X. In the case n = 1, these 
expressions has been defined in [3, Chap. I, Sect. 2 and Chap. 2, 
Sect. 31. The following two lemmas contain two important calculus 
properties for these expressions. 
LEMMA 4.1. For any u E L(X) and j, 1 < j ,< n, we have 
ck+lj(a, b)u = a&u, b)u - ?(a, b) ubi where Ii = (0 ,..., 1~~) ,..., 0). 
Proof. Indeed, 
p+lqa, 6) u = &(a1 , b,) ... ~~g+l(u~ , bj) ..* c’¶(u, , b,) u 
= c(aj , bj) ckl(al , 6,) *** C”j(aj , bj) *.* Ck”(an ,hJ u 
= c(aj , bi) ck(a, 6) 24 = a@(a, b) u - ck(a, b) ubj . 
If we put u = id, we obtain (a\b)[k+rl = uj(a\b)[kl - (a\b)W, . 
LEMMA 4.2. For every three commutative n-tuples a, a’, a”, and 
any k, we have (u\a”) ~1 = &cl, (pk)(a\u’)[pl(a’\u”)@-PI (p ,( k means 
pj < kj , 1 < j < n, and (f) = k!/p!(k - p)! = (k,! *.* k,!)/[ p,! *** 
P,! (k, - PJ *.. 6% -P,)% 
Proof. We shall give an inductive argument. The equality is 
obviously satisfied for k = (O,..., 0). Assume that it is satisfied for k 
and let us prove it for k + 1, (1 < j < H). We have 
= zk ( i ) aj(a!a’)‘“‘(a’\a”>ck-PI - zk ( i ) (a\a’)r~l(ar\a’f)ta-~l a; . 
If we replace 
aj(a\a’)‘“’ = (a\a’)[p+lJ + (,\,p aj 
and 
(ar\an)[h--~l a; = ajyaya”)k-nl _ (a!\anfk-“+l,l 
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we obtain 
(a\aw)[k+l jl 
= & (: ) (u\uf)rp+ljl(u’\a”)rk-~l 
+ Zk (,” ) (u\upJ ujyur\uyk-~~ 
- Zk (; ) (u\d)[~ aj’(a’\a”)[-’ 
+ c (; ) (u\,~)r~J(u’\a”)[“-“+lj~ 
P(k 
= zk (i ) (u\u’)rwlj’(ur\u~‘)rk-~l 
+ 1 (; ) (u\u~)r~l(u~\u~)[k-p+~jl 
?)<k 
= ljs;k+lj (p k 1) (~\~‘)[pl(~‘\~“)rk+lj-p’ 
+ C (; ) (,~,~)~~~(,~\,~)~k~l~--P~ 
P<k 
==Z 




[(, " lj) + (; )] (u\uf)[P'(u'\a")[k+l~-~' 
+ ..,z, =. (; ) (u\u~)rp'(u~\u~~)rk+l~-pl. 
-. * 3 
Let us remark now that for p, = Izj + 1 we have 
and 
tp k 1,) = (i:, **- (2) **- (iI) 
(“f’~)+)--(y) *..(;;), 
therefore (&J = (“‘d+). Similarly for pi = 0 we have 
(,“) =(~~)*-.(~)*-+(,“:, and 
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hence (f) = (“f’i). Finally, it is easy to verify that 
If we now substitute now these coefficients in the formula from above, 
we get 
and the proof is completed. 
Remark 4.1. If we put in the preceding lemma a’ = (O,..., 0) and 
CZ” = b we obtain (a\Z~)[kl = xPsI, (,k)(--l)lk-@I uQk--p, where up = 
~71 s-e ~2 and bk-P = bkl-pl ..- &-Pm+ 
DEFINITION 4.1. We say that two n-tuples a and b are quasinil- 
potent equivalent and we denote a mq b if lim,,,,, Il(a\b)[kl Illllkl = 
limlkl+, j[(b\a)m llli’k’ = 0. 
Remark 4.2. If a ,-q b then ai ,-Q bi for every i, 1 < i < n. 
Indeed, for every natural number k we have (ui\bi)[kl = (u\b)[kil 
where ki = (0 ,..., ki ,..., 0), hence 
pm& jJ(a,\b,p’ /y = fiiI (I(bi\UJk’ Iyk = 0. 
Remark 4.3. If the n-tuples a and b commute (i.e. uibk = bkuj 
for any j, k) then a .-q b iff Ui - b, is quasinilpotent for every i, 
1 <i<n. 
We have to prove that if Ui - bi is quasinilpotent for every i, then 
a mq b. First let us remark that (a\b)[kl = (u - b)k = (a, - b,)kl 
--- (a, - bJk*, hence I[(u\b)[kl Ij < ll(ul - b,)kl I( .*a \\(a, - b,)ka 11. For 
any 8 > 0, there exist some constants Mi = M,(e),..., M, = M,(e) 
such that /I(u~ - bi)ki 11 < M ieki, 1 < i < n, whence [l(u\b)[kl 11 < 
Ml *** M,eIkI, therefore Ij(u\b)[kl Jjlllkl < (Ml *** M,J1/lkb; hence it 
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follows that Eii,kl-fro jj(u\b)[kl jjrlikl < a and consequently, 8 > 0 
being arbitrary, 
We shall now study the behavior of the Taylor spectrum (and of 
other spectrums) with respect to quasinilpotent equivalence. 
THEOREM 4.1. If a -q b then sp(a, X) = sp(b, X). 
Proof. Of course, we have to show only that ~(a, X) C r(b, X). By 
Corollary 2.2 it is sufficient to prove that Hi(O,JX), /3) = 0, 
0 < i < n, for every x,, E r(a, X). Let $I be a form having analytic 
coefficients in a neighborhood of z0 , satisfying /3(c) #(IJ z 0. We 
may suppose that this neighborhood is a polydisc D and D C ~(a, X). 
Define 
y%*(z) = c (-l)‘“‘(a\b)[“’ w  ; 
k 
this series converges normally in D [8, Chap. 21, therefore 1/5* is a 
form having analytic coefficients on D, of the same degree as #. We 
shall prove that o(z) $*(x) z 0, w  ence it will follow (since x0 E r(a, X) h 
and D is a polydisc, D C r(a, X)) that there exists another analytic 
form 9) on D such that 16*(x) E a(z) y(x). Performing over #* and ‘p 
the same transformation as over # but with a and b interchanged 
we shall obtain #(x) = p(z) y*(z), z E D, and the proof will be 
completed. Therefore it remains to verify that 
a(z) +*(z) zzz o, ; (--l)‘“‘(b\u)’ q = #@), x E D, 
and p(z) v*(z) = $(z), where 
p*(z) = ; (-l)‘“‘(b\a)” qp . 
We have 
a(x) l,b*(x) = “(X) 1 (- l)‘“‘(u\b)[“’ qQ 
k 
= ; (- l)ya\p /3(z) qp 
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+ $ (-l)‘“‘+l i (a\b)[“+li’ s  ,, !ff$ 
i=l 
= p(z) yqz) + C’ (- I)‘“‘(a\b)[“’ 
k 
but p(x) 4(z) 3 0 and one may easily verify that 
for every k # 0; indeed, introducing the Taylor expansion of #, 
1 in the identity /3(c) S&C) G 0, it follows 
whence 
for k # 0. 
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Thus the first identity is verified. In order to verify the second identity, 
we shall take into account that, by definition of $*(z), we have 
apFY~) -- = 5 (- l)‘qa\p’ cz$Y!p 
P! . . 
= 5 (-1)“’ (P ; Y) (a\!$“’ ;;y;; ) 
therefore 
= ; ; (- ,)lP+Q’ (p ; q, (~\a)t”‘(a\#u’ ap+*‘h@) 
(P + 4Y 
= ; (- 1)“c’ Zk (; ) (b\a)[“‘(a\b)[“-“I qp 
since 
1 (;) (b\a)[“ya\b)[“-” = (b\b)[“’ = (b - by = 0. 
p<k 
Finally, the verification of the third identity is very similar to the 
first. 
The following remark (whose justification is exactly contained in the 
preceding proof) is similar to Theorem 2.3 from [3, Chap. 11. 
Remark 4.4. If W(%(D, X), cy) = 0, 0 < i < n - 1, for every 
open polydisc D, and a Nq b, then ZP(?&(D, X), /3) = 0, 0 < i < 
?z- 1. 
Before stating the following theorem, it is necessary to recall some 
notions. The left resolvent set inL(X) for the n-tuple a = (al ,..., a,), 
#(a, L(X)), is the set of all x E UY for which there exist ur ,..., U, EL(X) 
such that Cj”=, uj(zj - ui) = id. The left spectrum in L(X) for the 
n-tuple a is the complement &(a, L(X)) = C”\p’(a, L(X)). The right 
resolvent set, respectively the right spectrum are similary defined 
[l, Definition 1.31. It is easy to verify that if z E #(a, L(X)), then there 
exists an open neighborhood Y of z and n L(X)-valued analytic 
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functions 21i ,..., u, on Y such that Cj”=, z+({)(r;i - aj) = zJ, 5 E V, 
and a similar property is also valid for $‘(a, L(X)) [I, Lemma 1.41. 
THEOREM 4.2. If lim,k,+30 l[(a\b)Lkl Illll*l = 0, then ~?(a, L(X)) C 
ur(b, L(X)) and az(b, L(X)) C cG(a, L(X)). 
Proof. If x ~~l(a, L(X)) th en there exist an open polydisc D 
having the center in z, and n L(X)-valued analytic functions u1 ,..., U, 
on D such that x1:, z+(Z;)(& - aj) = id, 5 E D. Let uj(c) = 
Ck (5 - ,z)” ujk be the Taylor expansion of the function Uj on D, 
1 < j < n. We remark that for any j, the series &. ujk(a\b)Ikl is 
absolutely convergent. Denoting wj = Ck ujk(a\b)[kl we have 
‘j$‘=, uj(,zj - bj) = id, therefore x E #(b, L(X)). Thus the proof is 
completed. 
COROLLARY 4.1. If a -q b, then &(a, L(X)) = oz(b, L(X)) and 
ur(a, L(X)) = 07(b, L(X)). 
THEOREM 4.3. If limlkl+, Il(a\b)[kl lI1llkl = 0, then for any x E X 
we have cr(a, x) C a(b, x). 
Proof. If z,, E p(b, x), then there exist an open polydisc D centered 
in x0 and n X-valued analytic functions y1 ,..., ?Pn on D, such that 
Cj”=, (cj - bj) qj(t;) = x, 5 E D. Denoting 
one verifies in the same manner as in the proof of Theorem 4.1 that 
CT=1 (Zj - aj) yj*(X) 52 x, x E D; consequently, x, E p(a, x) and the 
proof is completed. 
COROLLARY 4.2. If a -* b, then. a(a, x) = o(b, x) for any x E X. 
COROLLARY 4.3. If a and b are decomposable n-tuples and a ,-p b, 
then sp(a, x) = sp(b, x) for any x E X. 
COROLLARY 4.4. If a and b are decomposable n-tuples having the 
spectral capacities 8, and ~9’~ and if a -B b, then cT~(F) = C?*(F) for 
any FE S(C”). 
PROPOSITION 4.1. If a -a b and a is decomposable, then b is also 
decomposable. 
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Proof. This proposition is similar to Theorem 2.1 of [3, Chap. 21. 
If 8, denotes the spectral capacity of a, we shall prove that b, is a 
spectral capacity for b. We have only to verify that &#‘) is invariant 
with respect to b and sp(b, b,(F)) CF. By applying Theorem 3.2 
and Corollaries 3.4 and 4.2, we have 8JF) = X,(F) = X,(F), hence 
8,(F) is invariant with respect to b. Moreover, since a ,-* b, it is 
obvious that U/&~(F) ,-q b/b,(F), therefore Theorem 4.1 gives us 
sp(b, &a(F)) = sp(a, &JF)) CF. This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let a and b be two decomposable n-tuples on the 
Banach spaces X respectively Y, and let u E L(X, Y). Then the following 
two statements are equivalent. 
(i) U&~(F) C b,(F) for any FE S(P). 
(ii) limlk+ t/ ck(a, b)u (\ll’k’ = 0. 
The theorem is similar to Theorem 3.3 of [3, Chap. 21. Let us 
explain the new notations. If a E L(X) and b EL(Y), then ~(a, b) = 
Z(a) - r(b) is well defined as (linear continuous) operator on L(X, Y) 
(see [3, Chap. 2, Sect. 31); th is allows us to define, ~(a, b) = 
(~(a1 , bd,.-, 4s > b,)) f or t wo commutative n-tuples a on X and b 
on Y; this is a commutative n-tuple of (linear continuous) operators 
on L(X, Y), therefore we can define ck(u, b). 
Roughly speaking, the proof of this theorem is similar to that of 
the quoted theorem and it is not difficult to complete the details. 
COROLLARY 4.5. If a is decomposable n-tuple and u E L(X), then 
the following two statements are equivalent. 
(i) u&,(F) C 8,(F) for any FE F(P). 
(ii) limlkl,, (1 ck(a, Q)U (I1llkl = 0. 
COROLLARY 4.6. If a and b are two decomposable n-tuples, then the 
following two statements are equivalent. 
(i) b,(F) = gb(F) for any FE F(0). 
(ii) aN*b. 
We shall close this section with a few results concerning two 
special classes of decomposable n-tuples, namely the spectral n-tuples 
(in Dunford’s sense) and the scalar generalized n-tuples. The 
definitions are similar to those of the case n = 1 [5; 6; and 3, p. 941. 
If a is a spectral n-tuple and E denotes a spectral measure for a, 
then b(F) = E(F)X, FE .F(@“) is a spectral capacity for a. Then 
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Theorem 3.2 implies the uniqueness of the spectral measure for 
spectral n-tuples. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. If a and b are spectral n-tuples and E, , Et, 
denotes their spectral measures, then a wq b ~$7 E, = Eb . 
Proof. See [3, Corollary 2.41. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. If a and b are spectral n-tuples, then 
lim jj(a\b)[“’ I]““’ = 0 
ikl+m 
implies 
liym jj(b\a)[“’ (I1”k’ = 0. 
Proof. See [3, Corollary 3.61. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. If a is a spectral n-tuple and b ,-q a, then b is 
also a spectral n-tuple. 
Proof. See [3, Corollary 2.51. The scalar generalized n-tuples 
has been studied (in a more generalized framework) by Albrecht in 
[l]; he uses the technique of tensor products. In order to show that 
the scalar generalized n-tuples are decomposables, we need the so- 
called Support Theorem [l, Theorem 2.9 and Corollaries 2.10, 2.121: 
For every scalar generalized n-tuple (i.e. there exists a multiplicative 
L(X)-valued distribution U: P(P) -+ L(X) such that ai = u(q), 
1 < i < ti and u(l) = id), we have supp(u) = sp(a, X). By applying 
this theorem one may verify that b(F) = {x E X, supp(u(*)x) cF), is 
a spectral capacity for a, where we have denoted supp(u(*)x) the 
support of the distribution v --t u(q)x, ~JI E CW(Cffl). 
The following theorem is similar to Theorem 1.5 of [3, Chap. 41. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let u: Cm(F) -+ L(X) and o: Cm(F) --t L( Y) be 
two spectral distributions and let a E L(X, Y) be a linear continuous 
mapping such that C(ZI(X& u(q))a = 0, 1 < i < n. Then there exists 
an integer m > 0 such that 
MfJ7 4fd 9-e +4fm+J, 4fm+J) a = 0 for evevf, j..A7n+l E CVW 
Proof. Consider the L(X, Y)-valued analytic function 
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as in the proof of the quoted theorem one may show that this function 
satisfies an inequality of the following form. 
(where K = (Fz, ,..., K,) is an integer n-tuple and 1 f Ik = 1 t1 jkl 
.a. 1 c, Ik*). By applying Cauchy’s inequalities [8, Theorem 2.2.71 
it is seen that this function is a polynomial p of the degree at most 
1 K I. Consequently, 
Let us remark that if a satisfies this equality with the polynomial p, 
then c(er(%J, z&i)) a satisfies the same equality with the polynomial 
aP/% 7 1 < j < n. Moreover, C(@i), U(Xi)) c($q, u($))a = 0, 
1 < i < n. This remark allows us to obtain our statement inductively 
(as in [3]) with respect to the (total) degree of p. 
COROLLARY 4.7. If the n-tuple a has two spectral distributions u 
and o, then there exists an integer m >, 0 such that (u(f)\v(f))[“+ll = 0 
for eoery f E C”“(F). 
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